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Space Dash (User will control the astronaut with the mouse to collect crystals and gain

points)

Dino Clicker (User will click on Dino character to gain points and make it dance)

Lost In Space (User will control the character with arrow keys to move it around a maze.

The user will collect items to win the game. If the character touches the walls, it will be

transported to the beginning of the game)

Meteor Harvest (User will control the spaceship with their mouse around the planet to

collect the fuel. If the spaceship touches the planet it will be forced to restart from the

beginning)

Level 1  - Scratch
Duration - 5 Weeks (1 to 2 Hrs/wk)

 
Events to trigger code

Forever loop to repeat code over and over

If Statements to check certain situations

 

Sample Projects
Triceratops Jump (Users will use arrow keys and space bar to move and jump on platforms to try

and catch a dragonfly)

Droid Escape (Users will use arrow keys to guide a character across  space while trying to avoid

robots that are moving back and forth on the screen)

Dot Rescue (A game where your mission is to rescue Dot the astronaut dog from the falling meteor

rocks. Click the rocks with your mouse to break them before they fall on Dot!)

Collision Course (A game where you need to rescue Kiran who is trying not to float away into

space by bouncing on nearby meteors. Use the Rocketship's speed to pick Kiran up and take him to

safety quickly!)

Level 2  - scratch
Duration - 5 Weeks (1 to 2 Hrs/wk)

 
XY plane and movement

Using greater than (>) and less than (<) to check situations in our games

Broadcast messages to trigger other characters in the game

 

Sample Projects
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Stamp Rex (a game where you get to use the T-Rex sprite to draw stamps of multiple colors

on the stage. Create a beautiful abstract creation using just a single sprite.)

Dot Trail Blaze (Dot is setting off on a wondrous trailblazing adventure. Help Dot travel as

far as possible without colliding into her own trail or the edge of the stage!)

Moon Bounce (a game where you need to keep your spaceship moving to avoid getting hit by

the giant incoming rock rubble. Make sure you bounce in between the rubble to safety!)

Star Burst (a game where the user can introduce various sounds and watch the Dinosaurs

interact with the sounds. Try playing different music and see how they interact with it!)

Level 3  - scratch
Duration - 5 Weeks (1 to 2 Hrs/wk)

 
Variables to keep track of scores in games

Pen blocks to draw on the screen with character movements

Sound blocks to add music and special effects to games

 

Sample Projects
Dot Gravity (a game where you must help Dot the pup avoid the wrath of the Aliens trying to get

her. Jump over the Aliens to safety and to the highest score in the galaxy!)

Saturn Slice (a game where you slice the Aliens trying to take over the galaxy! Bounce the Saturn

planet off of the platform to steer it towards the Aliens)

Color Mingle (A project related to making fun art designs in the star-rich sky! Use your Dinosaurs

to leave a stunning display of color and delight in the sky!)

Feeding Frenzy (A game where you must lead the momma Pterodactyl to feed its young and fast-

growing babies! Each time you give a baby a fish to eat the baby will grow and your Score will

also increase)

Level 4  - scratch
Duration - 5 Weeks (1 to 2 Hrs/wk)

 
Looks blocks to hide and show characters, change effects

Create clones of characters and how to give them instructions

Join blocks to form custom sentences with user inputs and variables

 

Sample Projects
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Dino Safari (a game where you must hunt down the carnivorous Dinosaurs and save the

plant-based Dinosaurs! You will lose points if you accidentally shoot the plant-based

Dinosaurs so watch out!)

Jurassic Math (a game where you have to answer as many math problems correctly as

possible. Every time you answer a question right the T-Rex will dance around!)

Pterodactyl Spelunk (a game where you must help the Pterodactyl through the cave. Watch

out for the cave wall spikes because if you touch one you lose!)

Dino Egg Hunt (a game where you must help the brachiosaurus to the other side to save its

baby egg from the incoming pterodactyls! Use the space key to send your Dino on the egg

hunt)

Level 5  - scratch
Duration - 5 Weeks (1 to 2 Hrs/wk)

 
Random numbers in games to make them more interesting

Math operators in scratch to calculate equations

Boolean operators: not, and, or

 

Sample Projects
Invasion Swat (a game where you have to keep our world safe from the AI robots! Use the motion

of your hands (or head) to swat the evil robots away!)

Fire Alert (a game where the user uses their hands and body movement to put out the fire that is

trying to destroy the spaceship from the inside out!)

Sky Catch (a game where you get to play with your very own pet Pterodactyl! Code the baseball

to launch high up in the sky where your pet is waiting to catch every throw. Make sure to aim

before you throw!)

Cactus Rex (a game where you must help the T-Rex jump out of a spiky situation. Also beware of

the flying Pterodactyl try not to bump it or else you'll lose points!)

Level 6  - scratch
Duration - 6 Weeks (1 to 2 Hrs/wk)

 
Color sensing and edge sensing blocks

Video sensing blocks to use user movement on camera

Different types of loops like repeat until and repeat

 

sample Projects
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Alien Turbulence (a game where you have to destroy the Aliens with your space cannon. Be

careful, one touch by an Alien, and the space journey is over!)

Draw Bridge (a game where you must help the Dinosaurs escape their crumbling planet.

Draw a path using your mouse pointer for the Dinosaurs so they can reach the portal to

teleport to safety!)

Dino Egg Hunt II (the return of the mother Dinosaur trying to save her eggs AGAIN from a pack

of T-Rex. Avoid touching the T-Rex or else you will lose points!)

Level 7  - scratch
Duration - 6 Weeks (1 to 2 Hrs/wk)

 
Making Custom Blocks to simplify code

Clones teleporting to other sprites

Pen blocks to draw and erase lines

 

sample Projects

Tic-Tac-Toe (Classic tic-tac-toe game against a simple computer strategy)

Poetry Generator (using lists of words and user-inputted info, create a fun new poem)

Memory Game (Create a card memory game, try to be as fast as possible!)

Level 8  - scratch
Duration - 6 Weeks (1 to 2 Hrs/wk)

 
Lists in scratch to hold information

Using loops to check lists

List functions to change items and check list size

 

sample Projects
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Technology Requirements
 

 

Desktop, laptop or Chromebook with microphone and speaker (camera is optional)

Mouse for efficient browsing

Updated web browser (Example; Chrome, FireFox, or Safari)

High-speed internet connection

A projector or smartboard in the classroom

Headphones are recommended for the students to effectively communicate with teachers in online classrooms.

Access to https://portal.codewithus.com

 

 
*The classes are lecture style, completion time may vary based on learning pace and prior knowledge.
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